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B flat clarinet (doubling bass clarinet)
 
Hom in f 
Trumpet in c 
Tenor trombone 
Piano 
Percussion (two players) 
I II 
Vibraphone 4 pedal timpani 
Marimba Bell tree 
Bass drum Triangle 
Mark tree Snare 
Large suspended cymbal Crotales 
Sizzle cymbal Claves 
Maracas 2 congas 
Castanets Large mounted wine 
Tam-tam glass 
Bamboo wind chimes 
Large tom-tom 
Violin I and II
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PROLOGUE (Narrator 1 & 2) p. 1 
PRELUDE p.9 
SCENE I (Cheev & Yoke) p. 17 
SCENE II (Narrator 1 & 2) p. 44 
INTERMEZZO p. 70 
SCENE III (Cheev & Voke) p. 72 
EPILOGUE (Narrator 1 & 2) p. 93 
SETTING 
A large, dark room which has many irregular walls and numerous passages leading 
out from it, though there is only one door leading into the room from the outside. 
Leading up to this door is a stairway that stands in the midst of a great abyss (it is 
suggested that the stairs and abyss are not visible, but suggested). The room is lit 
predominantly by blue and green lights. Hanging from the rafters are life size dolls 
none of which have complete bodies (one is missing a head, another an arm, 
another its legs, etc.). The unattached parts are strewn on the floor of the room. The 
room is cluttered with books, bookshelves, tables, and an odd assortment of metal 
implements <e.g. crowbars, gears, wheels, pipes, pokers, etc.). There is a large box 
(the coffin) that is partially hidden in the back of the room; there is a shrouded 
manikin in the box. Set in the room is a large booth resembling that of a ticket 
taker's booth; it is lit with a red light from within the booth. Inside is another 
manikin this one dressed in the clothes of a ticket taker. 
THE TAPE 
The tape consists of electronically manipulated laughter; the function of which is to 
provide the laughter of the ticket man when it is triggered (this occurs in the first 
and third scenes). It is suggested that the sound source be located in the booth so as 
to best simulate the desired effect. A technician will need to monitor the tape to 
control dynamic levels which change as specified in the score. 
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m IIIIf I b!l I r-I. 
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Yes, there is on-ly 
~ ,r-- 3 .-, 
too much of ev-ery­
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fal - len si - - lent, si-lenced,
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for - ev - er _ The thing _ can ­~ 
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on the street of Wav -er - ing Peaks ! 
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CHEEV: X. • continueI 
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lVoke throws Cheev to floor] 

















Why , why did you do that 
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, ~ ,.., ~ ~b. l ~ b. 
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I ' m not go - ing to pre - tend I don't know what you1re 
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talk - ing a - bout. I have heard what hap-pened, and 
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I don't care . I'm not re­ spon-si-ble Mis-ter Veec 
~ • J+-_ ~* a;.~ II :~ -~-­
.J , r­
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(violent) How should I 
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You said you did'nt mind what so-lu-tion your A took. 
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I think it the best ... 
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Hah! They wan - - ted each 
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de - mise and not yours . 
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No? No ! Why 





If f ::. ~ 
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~ .... ~-f- .­ v_ ~ -&­rt~ t>:E~ --... )'"11­
that you could ap- pre - ci - ate such a view ? 




I've un-oer A you. My a - pol-o - gies. No _ 
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do you set me 
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I've had 'I e - nough__. 
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Do you see him whin - ing? No he is si-lent, 
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-the un - born .
- NOT TOO FAST 
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un-ful-filled na-ture make him the i-de -al com-pan-ion_.
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Dead wood, Dead-wood I a - dare you . 
I. fl. ,. v. /. tI· 
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_...3 11 • ) 
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it- ) 
noble bearing of his collapsed and powerless 
(-t-) 
limbs. Look at his numb 
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... muttering nothing, and look at those eyes 
(1: ) 
-­ how they gaze 
1"­ .....­
- (continue trill s1 
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,(VQke notices the tears on the cheek of the dummy .•. ] 
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on and on. 
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You1ve been tampering with him! 
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repeat ,, 
I"~ • ~AFAP ,. 
forearm clusters . [ • 
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[Voke begins to show his insanity] 
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I didn't do a thing ... don't blame 
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-~I: ~ ALLEGRO MOLTO 
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Veech 
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me for your trou-bles! Who cares what 's Vwith your i-deal com-pan-ion. 
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forI've done my best 





What have we here ? 
[Cheev begins to move for the coffin] 
mytestyou 
Get a-way from there! 
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v ~ I w ! ~ f ~ s :~ 
you and you've gi - ven me no-thing, 
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I am my own sha-dow... 
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you _Ii - ver from your fate, now 1 ~ 
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dow... my own sha - dow ... 
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de - li - - ver you to it! 
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WOOD GLASS PAIN-TED HAIR PAIN-TED LIPS 
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[Cheev becomes the new Ticket ~fun] 
~ f:' (WH ISPER) PPP
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c.60" Be still Mr. Ticket Man.I , 
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[to the girl in the coffin] 
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[Voke grows quickly manic 






lCheev begins laughter] 
(continue) 
my dear 
tape (begin soft and cresco ad lib.) 
'(joining Cheev's laughter) 
throws himself into the abyss] 
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It seems to be for your ears
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•I~ and it is know - ing ... 
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